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The English teacher currently lives and works in Thailand. My sheets are mostly focused on conversational activity because I think conversation is the most important skill to communicate. You won't find endless grammar or reading sheets of understanding in my boot as I think many students around the world are already getting overloaded with them. WANT
TO SAVE TIME, GET REGULAR UPDATES, FIXES AND ALL THE SHEETS IN ONE DOWNLOAD? Then get my entire collection of sheets (and life of new things) from www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Efl-Esl-Worksheet-Paradise - Tip: DISCOUNTED ESL MEGA BUNDLE now for sale (700 sheets / 1000 pages, includes hundreds of new sheets and
updates inaccessible on the Internet). Follow me on Instagram @philiproelandJOIN my YOUTUBE channel on www.youtube.com/philiproeland high quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Comprehensive Teacher Notes
included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing up at a discount! English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed English program. A multi-level
English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that motivate students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. Teaching children who can't read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed
sheets of acoustics, games, videos and flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $4.99 p/m Fast Sheet is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson
materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! Advertising here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing sheets of movie and TV sheets Game sheets sheets with songs Learning Resources Page 2
Teaching children who can not read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed sheets of acoustics, games, videos and flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! English lessons for children - Videos, Print editions, Games,
Online Online Teach your children a fascinating mixed English program. A multi-level English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that motivate students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time.
Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $4.99 p/m Fast Sheet is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! High Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26
Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Comprehensive Teacher Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code
when signing up at a discount! Advertising here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing movie sheets and TV sheets Games sheets with songs Learning Resources Page 3 Teaching children who can not read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed sheets of acoustics, games, videos and
flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! High Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with
Comprehensive Teacher Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing up at a discount! English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed
English program. A multi-level English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $4.99 p/m Fast Sheet is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets
or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that Students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. Advertisement here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing sheets and TV
Sheets Game Sheets sheets with Songs Learning Resources Page 4 Teaching Kids Who Can't Read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed sheets of acoustics, games, videos and flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit
this page now! Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $4.99 p/m Fast Sheet is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that
speak. Sheets that motivate students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed English program. A multi-level English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! High
Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Comprehensive Teacher Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of
experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing up at a discount! Advertising here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing movie sheets and TV sheets Game sheets with songs Learning Resources Page 5 Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that motivate
students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $4.99 p/m Fast Sheet is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! Teaching children
who can't read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed sheets of acoustics, games, videos and flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! High Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be
a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Teachers Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. flash cards. with fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing up at a discount!
English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed English program. A multi-level English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! Advertising here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking
sheets Reading sheets Writing sheets of movie and television sheets Game sheets with songs Learning Resources Next In this free greeting and introduction activities, students present themselves as famous people. Give each student a card. The students then take on the role of a famous person marked at the top of their card. Their task is to find and
introduce themselves to two other famous people shown on the map. Students move around the classroom and ask each other: Sorry. You...? If a person is not someone he is looking for, students say sorry and move on to talking to someone else. If this is one of the people they are looking for, the students introduce themselves by saying: Hello, I ... It's nice
to meet you. There may be other phrases such as Let me introduce myself, Happy to meet you, etc. Students can then repeat the event using different maps or tell the class who they met. In this attractive greeting sheet, students learn and practice language to greet people. Give each student a copy of the sheet. Working alone, students begin by comparing
greetings and questions with answers. Students then decipher the words to make a greeting. Then the students complete the greeting and the introduction of the expression with words from the box. Then divide the students into pairs (A and B). Students then practice expressions, completing the dialogue using the language from the sheet and their personal
information. The students then practice talking to their partner. Finally, students present their dialogues in the classroom and feedback is given. Here's a useful introduction to activities for use on the first day of class. In this lesson, students complete the introductory text by writing questions and asking them to a classmate. Give each student a copy of the
sheet. Students read the introductory text and write down the ten questions they need to ask to fill out the text. Students then pair up with someone they don't know very well. Students take turns asking questions to their partner and completing the gaps in the text with their partner's answers. Finally, students introduce their class partner to the class by
reading the text aloud. In this lesson of greeting and introduction, learn and practice formal and informal phrases for greetings, introductions, polite conversations and farewells. Give each student a copy of the lesson. Students start by learning a formal and informal language to greet someone and introduce. Then the students move on to learn how to make a
polite conversation, finish the conversation and say goodbye. Once all the language has been covered, divide the students into groups of three. In their groups, students use the language they have learned to create an official conversation where they greet each other, make an introduction and polite conversation, and say goodbye. When the students are
finished, they repeat the conversation in an informal setting. Finally, students present their dialogues in the classroom and feedback is given. Here are free greetings and introduction activities to help students practice greetings by introducing themselves and others. After practicing the language for greeting, introducing themselves and others, divide the
students into groups of eight. Give each student an identity card and an appropriate task card. Students then assume the identity of the person on their map. Their task is to find two people on their task card and introduce them to each other. All names and workplaces are very similar, so students should listen carefully to make sure they have the right two
people. The students then bypass the group, presenting themselves and asking each other a name and work until they find two people to be introduced. When a student finds two people, they introduce them to each other using the target language. This greeting and introduction activity is ideal for introducing phrases for greetings, introductions and saying
goodbye. Give each pair of students a set of cards that they shuffle and distribute face up on the table. The students then read the postcards and match them together to make two dialogues. When the students finished, the couples read out their dialogues to the class. The students then shuffle the cards and face them down on the table. Students then take
it in turns to flip the two cards face up. If the cards make the appropriate pairs, the student speaks two lines out loud and holds the cards. If the two cards don't match, the student flips them back, holding them in the same place, and it's the other student's turn to play. The student with the most cards at the end of the game wins. Here's a fun look-up to help
students introduce themselves and learn each other's names. Divide the students into groups of 12, and each group will sit in a circle. Give each student a copy of the sheet. Students begin by accidentally drawing a portrait of themselves in one of the frames on the sheet. When the students have finished drawing, they pass their sheet sitting to their right.
Then the students draw themselves again anywhere in the sheet and pass it to the person to their right. This process is repeated until students receive the sheet from which they started, complete with photos in each frame. Students then bypass the group, identify their classmates by portraits, recognizing their names and introducing themselves. This free
welcome and introduction sheet helps students learn the language for greetings and introductions in a variety of settings. Give each student a copy of the sheet. Students begin by filling a gap exercise where they end a conversation in which two roommates meet each other for the first time. Next, students read lines from a conversation where three people
greet each other and make introductions at a party. The students then punish the conversation by pointing out who is telling each line, Natalie, Penny, or Leo. Students then answer four questions based on two conversations. As an extension, students work in pairs or groups of three and create their own greetings and introductions of conversation using
language from a sheet. The students then start their conversations in front of the class. This engaging greeting and introducing role-playing helps teach students various formal and informal phrases for greeting and introduction. Divide students into groups of four. Divide each group into pairs and give each student a role card A, B, C or D. Students write their
partner's name on the map. Each student then greets or introduces the student to a different pair, using the opening phrases on their card. After the students introduce themselves, they ask follow-up questions from the map and get to know each other. The students then introduce their friend to the person they are talking to using the phrase on the map.
Students then change roles and repeat actions to give them practice when using other introductory phrases. Finally, the bands play their role-playing games in front of the class. Here is a greeting and introduction of activities for learning or consideration of formal and informal phrases for greeting, making introductions and saying goodbye. Give each group
three sets of cards that they shuffle and distribute face down on the table. Students then take it in turns to flip the two cards. The goal of the game is to find the beginning and ending of the phrase for greeting, introduction or farewell. If a student successfully matches the beginning and the ending, he says the phrase out loud, keeps the cards and has a
different twist. If the two cards don't match, they flip over, and it's the next student's turn to play. The student with the most cards at the end of the game wins. When the students are finished, they sort the cards into a conversation between three people. When done so, they take on the role of three people in conversation and role-playing dialogue together.
Then check the conversation and phrases with the class. Students then say which phrases they consider to be formal and informal, and suggest other formulations that can be used in conversation. As an extension, students create and present a similar conversation using language from activities. Activities.
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